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Introduction
In the 1990s, guidelines were introduced in health care delivery as a tool that could
bring state-of-the-art scientific evidence to professionals who were no longer able to
keep up with the ever-growing amount of applicable evidence in the scientific literature. Clinical practice guidelines were defined as “systematically developed statements
to assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate health care for specific
clinical circumstances.”1 The recommendations in the guidelines were expected to
improve the decision-making process between clinicians and patients,2 thereby making
the task of evidence-based decision making much easier. Evidence-based medicine had
its successes, as it has improved the quality of care received by patients.2 However, in
recent years, researchers have become increasingly interested in the failure of guideline
implementation. For example, Banja3 found that deviant practices in health care were
standard. Evidence-based medicine was also described as a movement in crisis.4 Systematic reviews, research, and opinion papers in the literature that attempted to explain the
reasons behind the non-compliance of guidelines revealed some explanations for this.5–10
These included implementation issues related to the characteristics of 1) the guideline
themselves (eg, reliability, trustworthiness, validity11); 2) those who apply them (eg,
professionals, nurses, chemists, etc.); 3) the patients they concern (eg, problems with
adherence in case of multimorbidity); and 4) the context in which they are being applied
(eg, hospitals, other institutions). To date, the focus of research on guideline implementation has been on the first three characteristics and less about the last characteristic, that
is, context.10 This lopsided focus on the research has turned out to be a problem as the
application of most guidelines occurs within the context of an institution.
Furthermore, professionals have mostly been the unit of analysis for implementation
studies and the institutions – when considered – have merely been the context. Little
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Abstract: To date, the focus of research on guidelines has been directed toward professionals,
and hospitals have merely served as the context. Little research has been performed on the dilemmas of guideline adherence in hospitals, as a setting in which multiple professional guidelines
have to be implemented simultaneously; also, it is still unclear which clinical guidelines have to
be aligned with other external demands, such as rules, regulations, standards, indicators, norms,
and so on. Hence, different ways of studying the issue of guideline implementation are called for.
Keywords: guideline, implementation, development, standardization, hospital, adherence,
compliance, external demands, requirements, regulations
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research has been performed on the dilemmas of guideline
adherence in hospitals, as a setting in which multiple professional guidelines must be implemented simultaneously, and
in which clinical guidelines have to be aligned with other
external demands, such as rules, regulations, standards,
indicators, norms, and so on. Guidelines and evidence from
scientific research are used and combined with policy, and
enforcement organizations base their decisions on guidelines.12,13 In contrast to the supportive function guidelines
are intended for, they are also used as enforcement tools in
the Netherlands.14 Furthermore, the target groups subject
to this enforcement process have been expanded to include
hospital board of directors, as they are explicitly responsible
for monitoring the adherence to guidelines.15 It is given that
in many local and national health care organizations, several
guidelines exists that have been found to be changing at a
very fast pace, thereby creating increased uncertainties as
to what to adhere to in clinical practice.16 Therefore, it was
assumed that focused exploration of these dilemmas could
reveal previously unnoticed challenges within the health care
delivery process.
Guideline development, guideline adherence or behavior
change by professionals was not investigated, as this has already
been the focus of various studies in the literature;17 instead,
the authors decided to conduct a series of studies to identify
the problems with the implementation of guidelines from the
hospitals’ perspective.18,19 Some dilemmas emerged during this
process, which are discussed in this perspective paper.

Dilemma 1 – Centralized versus
decentralized development
If scientific evidence is to be used in practice, the adoption of
guidelines in hospitals is essential. To achieve this, guidelines
need to be disseminated structurally, so that hospitals are
aware of them. It was emphasized that hospitals need to be
aware, as the board is in charge of the compliance management. A hospital cannot comply with a guideline that the
hospital management or professional staff does not know.18
Moreover, members of the organization should be able to
accept the guidelines as trustworthy and helpful. In countries
like the United States, Belgium, and the Netherlands, guidelines are developed, prepared, and disseminated by various
developers and professionals and not by a centralized body,
such as a central government agency.8
This decentralized development and dissemination, in
which professional groups are in the lead, increases the
chances of support and awareness by professionals for the
guidelines that were developed and authorized by peers.
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While the efficient dissemination of guidelines can enhance
adherence to recommendations, developers of guidelines
in many countries have failed to agree on the standardized,
streamlined development of guidelines as well as in the process of their authorization and dissemination.20 If structured
development and dissemination are missing, it becomes
difficult for hospitals to know which guidelines to adhere
to, leaving many hospital boards with a “lack of control.”21
In other words, decentralized development may increase
acceptance but hamper awareness.

Dilemma 2 – Disease-specific
guidelines versus standardization of
hospital care
The use of standardized medical decision making should be
increased within hospitals to reduce preventable harm.6 To
prevent undesirable practice (it may harm patients), Dutch
hospital boards of directors are responsible for the adoption
and correct implementation of all quality standards within
a hospital.19 As most guidelines are not harmonized at a
national level, many hospitals are obliged first to solve any
disagreeing requirements, before deriving standardized hospital protocols.19 However, recommendations in guidelines
are often disease specific and, therefore, differ between professional groups treating different types of patients within
one institutional setting. Also, when applying guideline
recommendations, it is essential to consider patient values
and preferences along with staff experience and expertise.22
If hospital boards are not able to oversee all guidelines and
patient preferences, then they cannot be responsible for the
standardization of care.19 In other words, guidelines facilitate
the disease-specific standardization of care but could hamper
standardization on the hospital level and if used rigidly hinder
the individual response of hospitals to patients.

Dilemma 3 – Optimal care versus
affordable care
Professionals in guideline committees define what they see
as optimal care for a given group of patients, based on scientific evidence, professional expertise, patients’ preferences,
and experiences, by describing recommendations for daily
practices in guidelines. By using these guidelines, hospital
professionals focus on the individual patient and do not
necessarily take the best outcome for all (hospital) patients
into account. This process is referred to as a “deontological”
enterprise.23 However, in the “real world,” hospital boards and
managers often need to make choices.21 These may be at odds
with the optimal care described by a guideline committee.
Risk Management and Healthcare Policy 2017:10
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For hospitals to improve the value of care and reduce waste,
they have the responsibility to balance the delivery of care
as outlined in the guidelines against the available resources
in their organization.24 This process of using finite resources
in the best possible way is called utilitarian enterprise.24 In
essence, guidelines are often developed from a deontological point of view, without taking into account that they have
to be implemented in a “utilitarian” framework. Guideline
developers should not neglect this rationality, but facilitate
it by grading the relative relevance of the recommendations.

Dilemma 4 – Guidance versus
control
Guidelines should be seen as a reference tool to aid patient
care.22 However, they are increasingly (being) used as reference standards for internal and external clinical audits, for
pay for performance schemes, to negotiations with insurers,
by the media and for medical lawsuits.7 Guidelines that
were designed with the intention of keeping the knowledge
of professionals concise and up to date are being used for
broader purposes, for example, for control interests and
enforcement measures. The question that arises, as a result, is
how the original intention relates to the current and contemporary application in the field. For instance, Dutch hospital
managers question whether the guidelines that are enforced
by regulators are also the ones that reduce the most risk or
contribute the most to quality improvement in a hospital.21
Hospitals differ in their strengths and weaknesses, and in the
populations that they serve and therefore in the risks manifested in patient care. As described earlier, hospitals need a
certain degree of autonomy to make choices that reflect the
needs of their particular patient population and region. They
need to be able to focus on specific topics that need quality
improvement for which guidelines can offer valuable support. External control mechanisms, however, force hospitals
to concentrate on some guidelines at the expense of other
topics, which leads to a misfit between internal and external
demands.21 In other words, control should help hospitals to
proactively focus on quality issues that need the most attention in their case.

Synthesis
Hospitals are vital stakeholders in the development and
use of guidelines. One cannot exist without the other.
Nonetheless, many hospitals worldwide struggle with
the implementation of guidelines.4,7,25 To deal with the
implementation struggle as described in dilemma 1 and
dilemma 2, improvements in the process of developing
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and disseminating clinical guidance were proposed. Also,
a new approach that is not only practical but also calls for a
different approach is being looked for. First, it is important
that representatives of hospitals are involved in the development process in the case of guidelines that (are expected
to) make recommendations that have a profound impact
on hospital budgets. For making the recommendations, the
GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation) working group recommends two
steps. The first is to consider whether the use of resources
is important (or critical). The second step is to analyze the
potential impact of the specific items of resource use on
different strategies. They argue that in order to consider
all the relevant resources and costs, “it is important that
guideline developers include the relevant stakeholders and
not just clinicians”.26 Second, guideline developers should
develop and use formats, for example, consisting of a standardized set of modules or building blocks, to enable users
to compare recommendations across disease-specific guidelines quickly. Furthermore, in countries with decentralized
development, some form of centralized dissemination would
ease the burden on individual hospitals and other frequent
users of guidelines. Improving recommendations and dissemination could enhance the guideline implementation
in practice. So, practical adaptions that could certainly
simplify matters for hospital boards and professionals are
summarized in Box 1.
However, the problem cannot be solved by a better
organization and management of guideline development
only. It was suggested that the ultimate goal is not guideline
implementation and compliance. The authors are looking
for a new way out that is not only practical but also calls
for a different approach to be able to address dilemma 3
and dilemma 4. As stated in the “Introduction,” the original
purpose of guidelines was to improve quality by making
Box 1 Recommendations
Practical:
• Involve hospitals in guideline development (dilemma 2)
• Use standardized sets of modules for guideline development
(dilemma 3)
• Aim for centralized dissemination (dilemma 1)
Conceptual:
• Use guidelines for formative assessment mainly (dilemma 4)
• Accommodate summative assessment in limited priority areas
based on risks for patients as assessed by guideline developers
(dilemma 3 and dilemma 4)
Research:
• Choose the hospital as the unit of analysis when studying the
implementation of clinical guidelines (dilemma 2)
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Figure 1 A process outline.

the evidence-based choice the easier choice. To accomplish
this, an evolution return to a model in which guidelines
are essentially used for learning (formative assessments)
instead of control, rewards, and punishments (summative
assessments) is advocated. The aim is to help to identify
the strength and weaknesses of a hospital. This learning
can create space for hospitals to determine together with
their patients and professionals which improvements are
needed. Using evidence, and therefore guidelines, helps to
choose wisely. Shifting the focus to the learning capacity
of hospitals and professionals may have a more favorable
impact on health care quality than increased control using
summative assessments. However, some limited forms
of summative assessments may still be necessary for
specific safety aspects. Guideline developers could help
guideline users identify those aspects by clearly indicating
which recommendations should be seen as mandatory and
motivate this by an assessment of the risks involved with
non-compliance. The authors added the recommendations
presented in Box 1 to simplify matters for hospital boards
and professionals to the leaky evidence pipeline (Figure 1).27
The recommendations can minimize the leaks that occur
between the seven stakes of the pipeline.
Finally, the authors call for different ways of studying
the issue of guideline implementation. To date, research is
about guidelines for professionals, and hospitals are merely
the context. The emphasis should be on the cohesion between
hospitals and the health professionals. It was advised that
the hospital is the starting point instead of just the context
of research. It should be the unit of analysis.
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